Spatial filters and automated spike detection based on brain topographies improve sensitivity of EEG-fMRI studies in focal epilepsy.
The ballistocardiogram (BCG) represents one of the most prominent sources of artifacts that contaminate the electroencephalogram (EEG) during functional MRI. The BCG artifacts may affect the detection of interictal epileptiform discharges (IED) in patients with epilepsy, reducing the sensitivity of the combined EEG-fMRI method. In this study we improved the BCG artifact correction using a multiple source correction (MSC) approach. On the one hand, a source analysis of the IEDs was applied to the EEG data obtained outside the MRI scanner to prevent the distortion of EEG signals of interest during the correction of BCG artifacts. On the other hand, the topographies of the BCG artifacts were defined based on the EEG recorded inside the scanner. The topographies of the BCG artifacts were then added to the surrogate model of IED sources and a combined source model was applied to the data obtained inside the scanner. The artifact signal was then subtracted without considerable distortion of the IED topography. The MSC approach was compared with the traditional averaged artifact subtraction (AAS) method. Both methods reduced the spectral power of BCG-related harmonics and enabled better detection of IEDs. Compared with the conventional AAS method, the MSC approach increased the sensitivity of IED detection because the IED signal was less attenuated when subtracting the BCG artifacts. The proposed MSC method is particularly useful in situations in which the BCG artifact is spatially correlated and time-locked with the EEG signal produced by the focal brain activity of interest.